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Browse Home's downloadable sheets of characters Let's build some characters! We have great tools to help you create and maintain your character DCC RPG or MCC RPG right here. Below is a selection of sheet characters that you can use for your game, with some different options available to you. You can also check out our page of
pre-created characters that are ready to use. But how about after you build a character? What if you want to take that 0-level gongfarmer and advance it to the master? Or a clergyman, or a thief, or... A what? Sometimes it's a bit daunting if you don't have the experience a pun might have intended. Enter Daniel Bishop and his new cribs.
With the blessing of our Dark Master, Mr. Bishop has assembled a handy PDF to help players make the transition from Halfling Navigator to Halfling adventurer and all other aspects of promoting your character. The sheet shows all relevant information for each class, letting you know the initial abilities, spells, skills... Hell, even the names!
Each class gets a quick guide and is a wonderful pod help to help players. Now, let's go back to some character sheets! DCC RPG Character Sheets These free downloadable character sheets are perfect for your DCC RPG game! Created by fan-favorite artist Jason Edwards, we made these pages available as blank sheets of symbols
for your use. DCC RPG Character Sheets - Form Filled These are the same sheets as the above, but made the form of filling out using your favorite PDF editor. Alternative DCC RPG Character Crawl Sheets! The magazine produced a series of alternative character sheets for the main DCC classes. You can download them here. DCC
Lankhmar Character sheets DCC Lankhmar character sheets are perfect for any Lankhmar campaign. Here's what's in the zip file: Empire of the East character sheets Here are the sheets designed to be used with your DCC Empire East game! MCC RPG Character Sheets Here are the sheets designed to be used with the Mutant Crawl
Classics game! Metamorphoses Alpha Character Sheets Download these official character sheets as updated for Goodman Games re-publishing the 1976 edition of Metamorphosis Alpha! The human nature of the sheetMutant character sheetRobot character sheet Dungeon Crawl Classics Scratch-Off character sheets an exciting new
way to play DCC RPG - with a scratch character sheet! You never know what kind of character will be underneath! 593 backers pledged $26,296 to help bring the project to life. Last updated On November 29, 2017 you'll need an HTML5 capable browser to see this content. San Jose, CA Tabletop Games July 6, 2017 - July 26, 2017 (19
days) Links to pdf versions of the symbols of the sheets used in generators below. Please feel free to use these character sheets for your Dungeon Crawl Classics games. List of zero-level characters (version (version The zero level character sheet (version 2) Clerical character sheet (version 2) Thief Character Sheet (version 2) Warrior
Character Sheet (version 2) Wizard character sheet (version 2) Dwarf Character Sheet (version 2) Elf Character Sheet (version 2) Halfling character sheet (version 2) DCC zero-level character sheets DCC Level 0 NPC Sheets DCC Leaf DCC Wizard Of Character Leaf DCC Dwarf Character Sheet DCC Elf Character Sheet DCC Halfling
Character Sheet DCC Koropokuru Character Sheet DCC Kitsune Character Sheet DCC Tengu Character Sheet (Last Update: August 2016 - 19 Character sheets) I have prepared a series of characters, sheets primarily for B/X Dungeons B/X Dungeons - Dragons or Maze Lord Landscape Sheet B/X Sheet - Click for PDF Download July
2009 This sheet is a one-way design that covers almost everything you need for a DDD character, with plenty of room for equipment and stuff. There won't be enough space on this kind of sheet for a medium to high level magic user or clergyman because of their spell lists (we just wrote spells on the back of the sheet). (PDF Download)
B/X Dungeons and Dragons or Maze Lord Character Folder D'D Character Folder - Click on PDF (August 2009) This two-way sheet is designed to fold in half to form a digest-sized booklet. The most important information is on the cover, and most of the equipment is on the back page. In the middle of the two pages there is room for
treasures, spells, and plenty of room for notes. PDF Download - B/X Style with Lines PDF Download - B/X Style Without Lines PDF Download - Maze Lord Style Without Lines Basic Fantasy Character Folder BFRP Character Folder - Click on PDF (August 2013) Based on Dungeons and Dragons character folders above, this has been
changed from my original DonsSword files to Basic Fantasy RPG. (PDF Download) B/X Dungeons - Dragons or Maze Lord PocketMod Booklet Pocketmod Maze Lord Leaf - Click on PDF (February 2011) I love PocketMods - for strangers they are small 8-page booklets stacked from a single piece of paper the size of a letter. So I've
compiled a sheet of characters for Maze Lord or B/X Dungeons and Dragons in this format. Unfortunately, I don't have the original files anymore, and there's a small error - the AC8 is listed twice on the To Hit chart instead of AC9. But it's a minor screw for such an amazing sheet. (PDF Download) Biohazardous Mutant Future Sheet
Biohazardous Character Sheet - Click for PDF (February 2010 Mutant Future is a simple game imitating the look of Gamma World 1e while maintaining near-perfect compatibility of rules with the Lord's Labyrinth. and a dirty sheet for the mutants of the future to play with. (PDF Download) Dungeon Crawl Classics zero level character
sheets Kirin Robinson Level 0 DCC character sheet - click for PDF This amazing sheet of characters for DCCRPG was drawn and published by Kirin Robinson of the Gelatinous Cubedand Award-winning Old School Hack RPG. He based the design on my old B/X character sheets, and no longer refers to them on any of his websites, so
they are presented here with his permission. These are half-size sheets - two sheets of characters fit on the page, and the second page is a set of torch and lantern tracking cards that are also completely epic and worth checking out on their own! (PDF Download) Dungeon Crawl Classic Character Folders Kirin Robinson DCC RPG
Character Folder - Click on PDF More DCC stuff from Kirin. Designed in the same style as the 0 level sheets above, this sheet of characters is designed to be folded into a digest-sized booklet for easy (and sexy!) character storage and access. (PDF Download) Neoclassical Geek Revival Character Sheet NGR Leaf - Click for PDF (July
2014) Taking my hand-drawn style to a whole new level, I designed this new sheet for the fifth edition of Tsakhov Kowolski's neoclassical Geek Revival RPG based on the design it did for the fourth edition. The design elements remain almost identical to the original, but the style is a sharp departure from its original and my own previously
character sheet designs. PDF Download RPGNow Develop B/X Dungeons and Dragons or Maze Lord AEC Sheet 2014 Maze Lord AEC Sheet (July 2014) Based on the enthusiastic response I received for the NGR sheet, I decided it was finally time to update my dungeon and Dragons sheets in a similar style. Once again, moving from
above in the ornament, it was the end result. The back page of this sheet is the same as the back page of the NGR sheet because I was too lazy to make a new generic back page. (PDF Download) Fifth edition Standing Symbol Folder Paul Longino (February 2015) Modeled 1979 AD'D1e Permanent Symbol Folder, this four-page sheet
(well, 5 pages because there are two versions of page 3 to choose from) really hit the point for my fifth edition of the D'D group after a failed attempt to use a sheet that was inspired by my own lists above. (PDF Download) Gangbusters Character Sheet Gangbusters Sheet - Click to download November 2014 Actually based solely on a
sheet I used in my sleep, it's trying to bring different elements of the dream sheet together for use with the classic TSR roar 20 in RPG - Gangbusters! (PDF Download) Fast Dirty Empire Petal Throne Character Sheet March 2015 Definitely my least favorite character sheet from the blog, I need a sheet for the game Empire Petal Throne
and threw it together quickly on the spot. This is a lot of work to bring it to the level of my other work -- but it remains functional. (PDF Download) Empire petal throne Character sheet v2 Empire petal throne sheet v2 (click on PDF) (May 2015) a much nicer and more ornate version of my previous empire petal throne record sheet, this one-
sided sheet also appeared in number 3 of James Maliszewski's Excellent Journey Tom. (PDF Download) Deluxe Tunnels and Trolls Deluxe TRT Character Sheet (September 2015) Not my best job - I don't like how much charisma the box has eclipsed in this version. Definitely need to rework one of these days. (Download) Micro Dungeon
Crawl Classics Sheet Micro DCC Sheet (November 2015) A very small sheet of characters drawn to a small 4 x 3 pad paper during the DCC game. There's enough material on this sheet to handle the lowest-level characters. It's only available in jpg format right now (no PDF links, sorry). (Download it here) BroadSword 1PG System
Character Sheet 1PG BroadSword Character Sheet (January 2016) Half-page character sheet for 1PG BroadSword system game. While the whole point of 1PG games is that the rules and character of the sheet fit on one page, I wasn't really a fan of sheet design. Thus this one was thrown together one evening. (Download it here)
Neoclassical Geek Revival 6th edition of NGR6e Sheet (March 2016) After producing the official character sheet for the 5th edition of the neoclassical Geek Revival, I was tapped again this spring to see if I would be up to making a sheet for the latest edition. It took a few tries, but I'm quite happy with the end result. (Download it here)
Empire Petal Throne Version 3 (Portrait) Empire of the Petal Throne Character Sheet (Version 3) (April 2016) My third launch in Empire petal throne character leaf, this version was created in landscape format because most players seem to prefer this format. It's also a lot more ornate than my previous versions and includes a bit more
information (including ability assessment modifiers). (Download it here) here convert jpg to 3d image online free. convert pdf file to jpg image online free. convert pdf to jpg image online free. convert jpg image to word online free. convert image to jpg online free. convert jpg image to pencil sketch online free. convert jpg to hd image online
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